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From the Editor’s Desk
Dear Readers,
“Synthesising old-world values with a futuristic approach!” standing tall to our MISSION statement is the launch of e-
magazine, ‘Times Meridian’, brought to you by the students of Meridian School, Madhapur.
It gives us immense pleasure to introduce and present this edition of e-magazine which has taken its final form after
much thought and deliberation by our management, staff and students to give you an exciting experience.
COVID-19 has gripped our lives, limiting us to our homes and rooms. We didn’t want an idle mind to become a devil’s
workshop. So, we embarked on this beautiful journey and zoomed ourselves by creating poems, stories, brain games
and recipes. This edition brings you all these creations along with tips and suggestions to help you get through this
challenging time. Most important element for each of us is to stay safe, healthy and happy! And that is what we are
striving for! We congratulate and thank all our young, talented and creative friends from grades 9 to 12 who have
contributed by sending their entries. We request our readers to encourage and appreciate their attempt which is truly
commendable.
Hope you enjoy the fruit of our collaborative effort and find this an interesting way to spend time in an otherwise
tedious lockdown.
Have Fun and Happy Reading!
Yours truly,
The Editorial Team

Dear Readers...
The best in a person is  brought out in the toughest of
times......
This is the philosophy of Meridian School Madhapur. 
Today, we are proud to present to you the e-magazine of the
senior section of this wonderful temple of learning where
there is a complete synchrony of thought of the  teacher and
students. 
The articles and write ups or art work presented before you
are the reflections of the thoughts of our student who have
always been as enthusiastic and energetic towards
literature as they are towards innovations and technology.
Our budding writers and authors have taken the lockdown
period to be a time of introspection and expression of inner
thoughts.
We hope you will all have a wonderful time reading this e-
magazine which is completely the combined efforts of
students with only editorial support of their magnificent
mentors.
Happy reading!!!

- Ms. Sai Sathyaki
Vice Principal

THE EDITORIAL TEAM
Times Meridian Editorial Board truly believes in
what Phil Jackson said, “The strength of the team
is each individual member. The strength of each
member is the team.”
Presenting the Editorial Board of Times Meridian,
Mentors:
Ms. Sunitha Saripally
Ms. Anuradha Govindu
Ms. Monica Arora
Chief Editors:
Vandana Malhotra, Navyanjali Bandaru
Faculty:
Ms. Supriya Thaur
Ms. Arvinda Nallani
Ms. Mandira Gupta
Ms. Vinita Raj Singh
Ms. Payal
Students:
Sraavika Vaddadi
Mohona Chowdhury
Ishita Sen
Pakhi Agarwal
Pihu Agarwal
Anushka Peruvel
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Resilience is accepting your new reality, even if it's less good than
the one you had before.
That's what the Covid-19 pandemic has taught us all.
In the beginning of January’20 when we asked children to carry
sanitizers, wash hands frequently, wear masks and also to stay home
in case of cold, cough or fever, we never thought of a situation where
we would be under complete lockdown. The new academic year 2020-
21 began and the schools like all other establishments had to face the
lockdown. Amidst this hustle bustle began the search for an online
platform for taking lessons and conducting assessments. Long hours
of discussions and deliberations through the day and midnight threw
before us various solutions! And soon, Team Meridian was ready to
stream online classes! Daily schedule equipped with video lessons of
PSPE, music, dance, art and library with a fine integration and
inclusion of academics, followed by worksheets for the completed
lessons was formed for the students. Teaching-learning process
continued despite the lockdown. Therefore, it’s business as usual! A
compelling shift towards technology, indeed!
It was a highly organised, step by step pathway with the purpose of
creating as much value as possible for the students, to reduce their
idle hours, to engage them in meaningful lessons and have some
organised fun activities. As a school, we had to empathise with
parents and children. The extra ordinary courage exhibited by teachers
to experiment with online lessons for the first time paved way for new
paradigms of exciting and pleasant ways of connecting with children.
Our parents were glad and it was a win-win for all. Children responded
brilliantly and have certainly emerged as stars in this novel
implementation. It was a wonderful display of resilience and
adaptation to new methods which reassured us infinitely. From online
turncoat competition to e-magazine, no virus could curb the
indomitable spirit of Meridianites!
Children, wishing you all a safe vacation, stay home, stay safe and
remember that at the end of 
it we all will emerge more resilient, more skilful and more positive!

- Ms. Lalitha Naidu
Principal

When I was asked to write a message for our
dear students for the E-Magazine, I was
thinking what makes MERIDIAN so special:
well, I think it's 
M - magnificent students
E - excellent teachers
R- right values
I - innovative methods of teaching and
learning
D - demonstrates excellence in our
performances at the board year after year
I - inculcates team spirit
A - appreciates life and takes it in its stride.
N- novel- we are path breakers and path
finders
Meridian is certainly a very special place for
all of us! 
I urge all of you to stay safe in these difficult
times. Like all, this too shall pass and all will
have a beautiful life ahead!
God bless you all!! - Ms. Renuka Butta

Director
Meridian Education Society

Hope everybody at home is spending
lockdown period in an effective way. During
this particular period, ‘the two most
powerful warriors are time and patience’.
Children are the ones who make their way
best to be happy. Time has come when they
have to reinvent their world for themselves
with patience in this present situation of the
pandemic which has affected them the
most. Yeah, it’s difficult for them to stay
away from school and friends, games and
sports, malls and movies, parties and
sleepovers, away from the society. But they
too must have realized that they can still 
survive in this ailing world without all those luxuries. Nature is so powerful that we cannot predict its actions. It’s our
responsibility to obey and respect it. Hence, it’s time for every one on earth to realize what is important in our life.
Let’s pause, think, accept and find ways to face the challenges with patience instead of pointing the fingers at others.
Let’s adjust with whatever minimum resources that are available and learn to value the smallest of small things.
Nature does not discriminate anyone based on caste or creed, rich or poor. It treats all in the same manner. So, let’s
be humble, patient and give time to nature to regain its strength. This is what we at Meridian teach students: to be
independent, excel and contribute to the progress of humanity and be sensitive towards environment.

- Ms. Anuradha Govindu
Middle School Coordinator
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TOGGLE YOUR TIME

The season of vacation has begun, but the irony is, young ones are not able to enjoy it to the fullest. For them
everything has drastically changed. Their favourite electronic gadgets that were restricted by parents, have taken
place of their textbooks, notebooks and classrooms. Every house created a place for them provided them with a
device to not miss out even a day. They were given videos to watch, worksheets to complete. Virtual classes have
become the talk of the town. Children have taken these classes seriously and enthusiastically. They were also living
their dreams by saying “I am on call”. 
Now as the classes are over, vacation period has started. Parents would make day routine for their children to follow,
which will never be accomplished. Forcing without their wish will never work. Children take the opportunity in your
hand and toggle your time to make your vacation a journey of learning new skills, moments to remember, your date
with your favourite friends ‘gadgets’, and play time. By creating and following simple rules of your own will help you to
manage time. Make “Alexa” your stop watch.
-Calendar your schedule- give catchy names to each habit that catches your attention.
-Treat your daily activities like gateways to subsequent activities.
-Be an anchor of your time period. Don’t drag the time from two mins to ten mins.
-Establish the link between time and play time.
-Keep to do list.
-Vacation time- priority time for gadgets- block your PGT (Priority Gadget Time) in calendar.
-Be honest about time waste.
-Designate a study zone.
-Don’t overschedule. Set pattern of habits which is feasible.
-Gamify time management by giving points and rewards to yourself.
Little freedom to think and organize themselves will make them independent and self-disciplined. Help your teen by
giving management tools and freedom. Encourage him / her to become a person who is not in control of time but who
controls the time.

- Ms. Garima Kumar
Activity coordinator, Counsellor

MAKEOVER, A POSITIVE STEP TO TAKE OVER
An INNER MAKEOVER is an investment in your authentic self that will create true and lasting positive change. -
Renae A. Sauter
Dear readers
We all have some conscious / sub conscious fears and inhibitions that at times hold us back from giving our best.
Well, it’s never too late! It’s time to adopt some values, develop skills and equip ourselves.
Changing inert behaviour may seem like a challenge but surely not impossible. What you need to do is break down the
imaginary box that has been created in your brain and once you have broken the boundaries, next step is to unlock the
infinite possibilities present within you.
Introspect, retrospect is the key. Do a makeover of your inner self, have faith, not fears and you will soon be ready to
take over. Reinforce your positive thoughts, accept your inhibitions and work on them. Choose to look from a different
perspective, embrace your weaknesses and turn them into your strength.
#Grow beyond other’s perception 
#Be your own divine intervention 
#Recalibrate the universe
Let go of the struggle within and surrender to ease!
Wishing you all a ‘Happy Makeover’

- Ms. Monica Arora
Head - Global Partnerships



MERIDIAN MEMOIRS

This is my 11 th year in Meridian. I learnt a lot during this
journey and evolved as a teacher. I have some beautiful
memories and experiences from this journey of mine.
Teaching is an interesting art. Students are a great source
of inspiration for all educators. They bring in new
information and new perspectives. If instructors think they
know it all, teaching proves them wrong. You can never
know everything and there is always a scope to absorb fresh
knowledge daily.
I have always loved kids and have been keen towards
teaching since early-childhood grades. I am glad this
happened because it has taught me an important lesson of
being flexible. As a teacher, things don’t go smoothly always,
there are mix-ups along the way and learning how to cope
with those are imperative.
I learnt to do great when my inner child is allowed to thrive.
In Meridian, I am not just allowed but encouraged to be
curious, spontaneous and quick. Switch it up when things
get boring. Childlike enthusiasm is definitely what makes my
students respond and feel confident to take on whatever we
were learning with their own innate curiosity within the
boundaries and respect.
Keep inspiring Keep shining!

- Ms. Sunita Saripally
Sr. Secondary Coordinator



NOSTALGIA

ELECTIONS
The time when students are either running around the school campaigning or are eagerly waiting for their class to get
disrupted by the campaigners . Talking about my experience during the same, I would say that it was filled with
memories of  constantly saying "please ma’am , it'll only take 2 minutes maam ,please" or of persistent squabbles with
my opponents. Honestly, the proud   feeling of standing on the stage,addressing the school and promising the huge
crowd of my leadership, is unforgettable. I would say that the ’Elections‘ was one of the most memorable happenings
of my life which taught me numerous things and made my school life  better.

- Varshitha, XC

- Sahasra, XC

The school’s Annual Day is perhaps
the function that my fellow friends
and I eagerly wait for the whole year.
Last year’s Annual Day was the best
till date. My friends and I were
selected to be in the same dance
event ;we had a lots of fun practicing
together, dancing together and
learning together. As time went by,
learning the  dance steps, it gave me
an opportunity  to come closer to my
companions and get to know them
even better.This is my all time
favourite memory.

ANNUAL DAY

- Riya Sri, XD

For full video, view:
https://drive.googl
e.com/open?
id=1NIPgfztUzNfJz
qYKTFAWM7x_fprs
VSQ2

CLASS XD
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- Navyanjali, XC

Children’s Day has always had a
special place in my heart. Children’s
Day in Meridian, makes it even more
special.The teachers put up a show
and entertain all the children . Then
they satisfy our sweet tooth with a
delicious cake. For the higher grades,
the teachers content the children by
giving them a leisure period or even
better, games.
 

CHILDREN'S DAY

My class and I have always enjoyed a good games period. It is one of the periods where our whole class gathers
outside the classroom and we spend the whole period laughing , playing and pulling each other’s leg. On this
special  day we always get extra snacks, sit down in a huge circle and gleefully exchange stories. Then we go and
play a variety of sports until we are totally exhausted.At the end of the day I can say for sure that my class and I
have the best time ever .A full day of fun and frolic in the school. I can bet my classmates will say the same too.
 

- Harsha, XA
CLASS XA

Every year,for me,Sports Day has been one of the most awaited event . I love the fact that the whole school comes
together to put on a show and all the school houses display their unity by participating in different sports and trying to
win laurels. No doubt, it brings out the competitive spirit in people . Sometimes it gets ugly too , nonetheless we end
up forgetting everything and going back to being the same silly friends we used to be. The fact that everyone’s mind is
set on winning and making their house win gives everyone additional motivational spirit. According to me,the sports
day of 2018, has been the best so far.

SPORTS DAY - Bhavesh, XC

This is my class 7
photo, one of my
most memorable
moments. This was
my best class in
meridian.

 



Josh and Asher were cleaning their basement when - ‘Josh, hurry up.
Look, what I have found! What do you think it is?”
‘Umm. I guess it is an old piece of paper. I suppose we can throw it away.’
Just before Josh could throw the paper away, Asher noticed something.
‘Wait! Give me the sheet once’. Josh passed the parchment to her. He tried
asking her what it was about. ‘Shh...’ was all she said
Minutes later she finally spoke in a tone, barely concealing her excitement.
‘It’s a treasure map’.
The rest of her words were barely heard as Josh started babbling or rather
screaming in his excitement. 
‘We should go and follow the map’ was his reply.
However, Asher had different ideas. She wanted to throw away the map
thinking it was a prank. After what seemed like hours and hours of
arguing, she reluctantly agreed.
They started the hunt the very next day. After a long search, they finally
found the treasure but then just before they could grab it, they heard
rustling. They hid behind the bushes and heard voices.
‘There’s the treasure’ exclaimed a low, grave voice which brought chills to
both of them.They recognized the voice. It was none other than Aiden
Matthews, the most feared goon in their town, Yellow Falls and the one
who murdered their parents.
They knew they had to prevent him from getting the treasure. Before Josh
could react, Asher grabbed the treasure and told him to run. They were
now being chased. They did not notice a ditch and fell into it. They realized
it was the end.
‘Well, Well, who do we have here? I knew your parents. Quite feisty just like
both of you,
Any last wishes?’
‘Go to hell’ was all Asher spat and BANG!!

My dear Students of 10 C,
I would like to start by congratulating
you all for your exuberance and
enthusiastic approach towards the
maximum contributions for the e-
magazine. Kudos for bagging this
column here as being the winner
team for sending the most number of
entries, Hurray!!!
It’s a world of creativity, inspiration
and ambition informed by evidence
and experience. Our vision of this new
world of learning is based on the
compelling truth that improving
ourselves in the light of education is
the key to the survival of human race.
Let us embark upon this journey
where, as students we become
lifelong learners. Let us fit aptly into
this world where innovation is the
rule, not an exception. My dear
students, let us together, be a part of
this place called EDUTOPIA, where we
create not just a vision for this new
world of learning and adapt new
methods but gather the necessary
information to make this a
community, reality of current times.
I feel privileged and proud to be your
anchor in this journey towards finding
a better tomorrow.
Remember, 
SCHOOLS MAY BE CLOSED BUT
SCHOOLING GOES ON!
Supriya Thaur
Class Teacher 10 C

IN FACT, IT'S FICTION

CROSSING ROADS WITH A MURDERER
- Anushka, XC

- Leethika, X

A LETTER TO 10C, THE
WINNING CLASS!



IN FACT, IT'S FICTION

MY SECRET TEAM
- Harsha, XA

Can you keep a secret? I had to for a long, long time. My family were all
Boston Town fans, But I supported a different team – Boston Rovers. It
was very hard being different.
I had to be very good at pretending when both teams played each other. I
couldn't cheer when my team scored. I had to go the bathroom and
celebrate there. I couldn't be sad when the other team scored.
I could only have my team's posters on my bedroom wall when I was alone.
If someone came to my room, I had to be quick to change how it looked. I
had to have a secret wardrobe too.
I hid my favourite team's clothes behind the other teams. Birthdays were
terrible too. I always got football gifts for the wrong team.
But then my life changed. A billionaire bought both clubs in my town and
made one big team- Boston United. 
Now I can relax and enjoy all the matches with my family.
I go to the bathroom a lot less now!

- Ananya, IX

SHOE-SHINER PRESIDENT
- Tia, XC

Abraham Lincoln was the sixteenth
president of America. He was born poor
and lived in a log cabin for most of his
childhood. Even in the White House for
the American President, he was always
humble and witty.
Once, a foreign guest was invited to the
White House. He was shocked to see the
President polishing his shoes! People in
high positions have many servants to do
these jobs. The surprised foreign guest
asked the President “Sir, in your country
does the President polish his own
shoes?” The President replied, ’Yes’, and
then with a witty sense of humour asked
the guest, "why? In your country whose
shoes does the President polish?”

JOHN LEWIS' SACRIFICE

He thought it was over. The night was over he thought. Oh boy, could he be
more wrong! The incident he wished to forget, the fact that it almost ruined
him he tried to forget it but couldn’t. People think he is going crazy, he
thinks he just needs a chance to explain. He was all alone even though he
had people around him. His name was a common name- John Lewis.
John was only 9. He liked playing, exploring things, adventures but one
night changed everything, can it? It all happened two weeks ago, he was in
his backyard, cycling, and he thought he saw something. But he wasn’t that
bothered. Then he went again, and it all started.
He heard screams, he heard the voice asking for help, he saw things, and he
saw a black shadow in bright sky light when there was no one. He saw a
shining face too bright to be seen properly. He shouted for help, he cried
until his eyes were swollen up. Everyone told him, they saw nothing. But he
did.
He wanted to start all over again. So he tried. And he did have a new start.
Until it all came back to him. He saw them again but this time they didn’t
have a face, they were faceless. He was too afraid to tell anyone. He
thought about it a lot and came to a conclusion- the reason why only he is
able to see them is because there was something only he could do to help
them. So he reached out for them. All they wanted was to live. Their will to
live was still alive. But the only way he could allow them to live was to make
a sacrifice!

- Zeenath, XB

- Sarayu, X



Ingredients:
125 grams dark chocolate
1/3 cup brown sugar
¼ cup regular white sugar
1 egg
1 ¼ cup plain flour
1 tsp baking soda
¼ cup cocoa powder
¼ tsp salt
1 ¼ cup choco chips
½ cup cold butter
1 tsp vanilla extract
Instructions:
Melt the dark chocolate and get to room temperature before using
Use cold egg
Sieve all dry ingredients
Take tightly packed butter
Add brown and white sugar, vanilla extract into a large mixing bowl and mix it
well.
Add the egg and beat it well.
Take all the dry ingredients and mix it with the wet ingredients.
Add the choco chips and fold it into the cookie dough.
Make balls with the cookie dough and place it on a baking tray lined with
parchment paper.
Bake at 170 degrees for 12-15 minutes.

Ingredients:-
1. Eggs-2
2. Onions-half
3. Ginger Garlic paste- 1 tsp
4. Salt-To Taste
5. Green chillies-1
6. Turmeric-a pinch
7. Chilli Powder-To taste
8. Coriander Powder-1/2 tsp
Method:-
Beat eggs well, until they are fluffy
Add Ginger garlic paste, turmeric powder, chilli powder, green chilli, salt,
coriander powder and small pieces of onions. Beat well until they get nicely mixed
Heat 2 table spoons of olive oil in a pan and pour the egg mixture in the pan with
oil. Fry well on both sides. Serve hot.

SUGAR N SPICE

MASALA FRIED OMELETTE - Akshan, IXA

CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIES
- Neha, IXA

- Archisha, X

- Shaurya, X

- Nidhi, X



First, remove the stems from the strawberries and quarter them.
Add the cut strawberries into a large mixing bowl. add the honey and toss to combine well. cover the bowl and
allow it to marinate for about 10 minutes. 
Add a few drops of vanilla essence to the hung curd for taste (you can add sugar to the curd if needed).
The next step is to assemble the parfait in a dessert glass. layer the parfait alternatively with the hung curd,
honeyed strawberries and granola or muesli. Finally, top it with granola.  

Ingredients:
1 cup strawberries
mangoes or fruit of your choice, roughly chopped
100g granola
2 tbsp honey
200g hung curd, homemade, strained overnight
a dessert glass
Procedure:

1.
2.

3.
4.

SUGAR N SPICE

FRESH FRUIT PARFAIT - Siya, IXC

- Ritika, X - Ashritha, X- Bhavesh, X

CHOCOLATE BROWNIES
- Saketh, IXD

Take a mixer jar, add 1 large packet of Oreo biscuits, and blend it a little.
Add ½ cup of milk and blend it until it turns into a smooth batter.
Then add melted chocolate into the batter and mix well. Pour the batter into a
glass or a ceramic
bowl. Bake it in the oven at 180 degree Celsius or in a preheated cooker for
20min. Once ready
take it out and serve

- Rithika, XD



SUGAR N SPICE

PANEER CHANGEZI - Dhruv, IXC
Ingredients:
Paneer, cut into 1/2 inch cubes- 300 g
Vegetable oil / butter- 5-6 tbsp
Ginger-garlic paste- 2 teaspoon
Milk- 250 ml
Tomato puree- 1 cup
Coriander powder- 1 teaspoon
Red chili powder- 1 teaspoon
Garam masala powder- 1 teaspoon
Chat masala- 1/2 teaspoon
Ginger chopped- 1 teaspoon
Coriander leaves chopped- 2 tbsp
Green chili, slit- 2
Salt to taste
Water- 1/2 cup
Lemon juice- 1 teaspoon
Fenugreek leaves crushed- 1 teaspoon
Cream- 2 tbsp
Onion chopped- 3
Cashew nuts- 13-15

Method:
Heat 2 tbsp oil/ghee in a pan
and sauté the onion. Fry till it is
translucent in colour.
Add cashew nuts, and fry it for
another 4-5 minutes till the
onion and cashew nuts is light
golden in colour. Let it cool at
the room temperature.
Take the cooled onion and
cashew nuts in a grinder and 

grind it to make a fine paste. You can add little water while grinding it. Keep
it aside. Heat 3-4 tbsp oil/ghee and saute ginger-garlic paste. Fry it till the
raw smell is gone from the paste.
Add milk in the wok, when the milk starts boiling, add tomato puree, and mix
it well.
Add red chili powder, coriander powder and garam masala powder. Cook the
spices on a medium flame till it is slightly thick.
Add grounded onion and cashew nuts paste that we prepared earlier. Add
chat masala and salt. Mix it well; cook the spices on a medium to low flame
till oil separates out. Add coriander leaves, green chili and chopped ginger.
Cook for another 2-3 minutes.
Add water and fenugreek leaves. Cook it on a medium flame for 4-5
minutes. Switch off the flame. Add cream. Mix it well. Add lemon juice and
paneer cubes. Mix it well. 

CRUNCHY COOKIES (EGGLESS)
- Pakhi, XBProcess 

Take a bowl, add 5 tablespoon melted buttered, 1/2 cup powdered sugar,
mix it well. 
Add one teaspoon vanilla extract, 1 cup all-purpose flour, 1/4 teaspoon
salt,1/2 teaspoon baking powder, a pinch of baking soda and 3 tablespoon
milk to the butter-sugar paste, mix it well, remember we are making a dough
so milk should not be too much, or else it will become batter. Do not over
knead. 
Optional step. :divide the dough in 3 parts add 1 tablespoon chocolate chips,
1 tablespoon rainbow sprinkles, 2 teaspoon cocoa powder. 
Take out desired quantity from the bowls, make round shape and flatten
with palm. Grease the microwave safe ware with butter properly  Arrange
the cookies in the microwave safe dish and set the microwave for 2
minutes. 
Cookies are ready in less than 10 minutes at home! But the cookies are still
hot and soft from inside leave them at room temp for 7 minutes. Enjoy!

- Amogh, X



SUGAR N SPICE

MAGGI PAKODA
- Thanmayee, XC

Ingredients:
Maggie   -    1 packet
Water     -    180ml and 1tsp
Cabbage -     1cup
Onions    -    1cup
Capsicum -   1cup 
Coriander -   1/2 cup
Salt as per taste
Red Chilli Powder  - 1 tsp
Sooji(Semolina) - 2 tsp
Besan(Gram Flour) -2 tsp
Grated Cheese  - 4 tsp 

- Amaan, X

- Vibhaas, X

- Neha, IX

- Saketh, XC

- Ashish, IX

Procedure:
Step 1: Take a bowl pour and 180 ml (As we are
Making Pakoda, noodles need not to be soupy)
of water in it, place the raw noodles in it and
once it is cooked add the Maggie Masala packet
in it. Cook till all the water is absorbed by the
noodles.
Step 2: Once the noodles are cooked, transfer
them into another bowl and let them cool down.
Step 3: Now add all the vegetables, Coriander,
Salt, Red Chilli Powder, Sooji, Besan and 1
tbsp of water in the cool noodles and mix it with
your hands quite gently.
Step 4: Now you can either Deep fry it in oil or
you can bake it in the oven at 150 Degree
Celsius (302 degrees Fahrenheit) for about 10 –
15 mintues.
Step5: Now Sprinkle some cheese on them and
Enjoy them!

THE LOST RECIPE
- Akshaya and Nikhilaa, XA

This is a traditional Jewish dish. Amongst many communities that live in the
coastal state of Maharashtra, is a community called 'bene Israel'. While the
facts of their origin are lost in time, some of their recipes survived. This
recipe briefs how to make their signature dish, "Chicken Alberas”. 
The ingredients required are honey, olive oil, Jeera, Curry leaf, Chili, Turmeric,
Onions, Potato slices, Salt (sea salt) , Coconut milk , Chicken , Garcinia indica
(kokum), Tomato, Coriander leaves. 
Procedure of this authentic dish can be seen in a video and link of the same is
mentioned below.
https://youtu.be/0xyo-bZj7rs

It is not compulsory to use the vegetables that I have
mentioned you may add the ones you like.



FUDGIE BROWNIE RECIPE
Ingredients -
-1/2 cup of butter
-1/2 cup of sugar
-2 eggs
-1/2 tsp of vanilla extract
-1/2 cup of all purpose flour
-1/3 cup of cocoa powder
-1/4 tsp of salt
-1/4 tsp of baking soda 
- 1/2 tsp of coffee (optional)
Mix all the ingredients in a bowl , pour the batter in a well greased cake
tin and bake for 30-35min.

2tbsp cream 
1 capsicum (diced)
3 onions (diced)
1tbsp Kashmir chili paste
1tbsp coriander (chopped)
1tsp kasoori methi
1tbsp chili powder
1-1/2tbsp kadhai masala
1tbsp ginger-garlic paste
3tbsp oil
1/4tsp turmeric powder
Salt to taste
1tsp cumin seeds
8 red chilis
1kg chicken
1 cup freshly made tomato puree
1tsp pepper corn
1tbsp coriander seeds
1/4 tsp fennel seeds
1tsp fenugreek leaves

Heat the oil in a pan, add cumin sees, red chilis, chopped onions, salt, turmeric
powder, cook till onions are brown.
Then, add gg paste, cook till raw flavour is gone.
Later, add chicken pieces to it, mix it and let cook with closed lid for 15 min. 
After that, add kadhai masala, chili powder, chili paste, mix it well, cook it for some
time.
To  it, add tomato puree, mix this and cook it for 7 to 10 minutes. 
In the same pan, add diced onions, diced capsicum and mix it. 
add cream, kasoori methi, chopped coriander and leftover kadhai masala, mix this
and switch off the flame. 

SUGAR N SPICE

- Sahasra, XC

- Sananda, IX

KOZHI KARI - Charith, XC

- Thanmayee, X

TRY THESE RECIPES OUT AND DEVELOP A
NEW HOBBY DURING QUARANTINE!



- Arya, IXD

The summer breeze rustles the young leaves
They shiver and shake, and sing beautiful melodies too
Calmly the sun shines down on them
Listening to their voices, clamouring together like a choir,
But this choir is nature’s own
 
The same autumn leaves lay dead on the ground
Entertaining those whose footsteps crunch over their dried selves 
They get swept into piles of joy and dirt 
And with a gust of wind get blown away too, the scenery shattering into fragments,
Nevertheless the afterlife of nature’s servants
The winter gales rush through the trees’ trunks
 
Freezing them to such an extent that they look as though they are enjoying it
They dance with the wind, playing with it
The frozen air sparkles under the subdued sun, shining like pearls on a moonlit night
As the trees and wind dance to their own songs; nature’s happiness lies here
 
The sun rises anew on a spring morning on the Eastern horizon 
The wind has sobered, and the flowers bloom like a child’s face on Christmas morning 
They colour the dull, grey lives of others around them
The budding leaves flutter freely with a newfound spirit of joy in the mellowed breeze,
Seemingly smiling at the world; These small beacons of nature’s bliss.

Water keeps me cool
Tree brings a shade
People are so cruel 
Selling water for trade
 
Somewhere my friends are lost
Birds chirping, river sounds
That I like the most
Hmm! I also remember about sun
That didn’t know about radiation gun
 
Please plant a tree
Instead of an industry
Otherwise my beauty
Will soon become history

- Tanvi, IX

POETS UNITED

NATURA

- Aditya, X

- Nitya, IX

- Brihati, IX

The world can be blue but shallow,
Cosy but fearful
The world is distressful,
And heart breaking.
Simulating but depressing
Joyful however threatening,
Beautiful although frightening
It is deserted and lonely,
But always and always blissful

WORLD - Neha, IXA THE EARTH
- Mokshith, IXB

(untitled)
She lives in a world where the things
On her mind never came out
She told everyone that the truth hurts
But no one listened
She said all of them want me to be
Something I am not
So she screamed out loud with all her
Power and said
I’m not perfect
I’m only human - Nitya, IXB- Mahathi, X



POETS UNITED

(untitled)
Because...
Life is all about having fun,
When you see the rising sun
Though you go through a lot of ups and
downs, 
There is always little fire left in you
When you feel blue,
And people turn against you.
The roads are a winding mess,
And you feel confused,
Than you could ever express
Think to motivate yourself,
Life is all about having fun.
Every day is a new beginning,
And your time is ticking.
With the new day comes new thoughts
and new strengths,
Work for it more than you hope for it
Life is all about having fun.
Never give up,
Because life never gave up on you
Life is a journey that must be travelled
No matter how bad the roads are,
Life is all about having fun.
 - Nidah, IXA

Corona, the pandemic after Spanish flu
We humans don’t have a clue
It feeds on healthy, toddlers and youth
Sitting at home and connecting the devices with Bluetooth
 
Time of lockdown is getting extended always
Better than getting corona anyways
Finding reasons to go out of the house in many ways
But parents don’t allow always
 
Better than getting corona anyways
Exercising your fingers always
Getting up in the morning and playing video games
Never thought to exercise your brains
Here we go online classes which are lame
It was so much fun to go and meet the teachers and attend classes
every day
Better than getting corona anyways
 
Animals are out, looking at us and we have become a laughing stock
Like how we used to laugh at the bird’s flock
Now we will understand the meaning of “TOGETHER”
Learn from our forefathers
To live with animals together we can
 

CORONA FEVER - Praket, IXA

If I were a superhero
I would no more be zero
I would save the lives of the people
My super powers would make me invincible
I would fly high in the sky
I would defeat the bad guy
I would also be a true hero for all the good people
I would reach the world’s tallest buildings without climbing
I would also go to another country by flying
I would also be immortal forever
I would also automatically get armour
It would be  so  easy  for  me  to  save  Earth  from  hazardous 
 meteorites.
It is so lucky to be a superhero
 

IF I WERE A SUPERHERO - Smaran, IXD

Hiya! Netflix
Thanks for being my mate,
In this time of separate
Without you my life would be a Tophet
For some, you are not chill,
As your statement is whooping
Still, Homo sapiens are lured to you.
You are more like a sedative,
That ends me watching you time after
time
By catching all the seasonal shows
Yet, my desire towards you is incomplete
Since, I still wish to see more of you

NETFLIX AND CHILL
- Sreeya, XIIB



POETS UNITED

- Mahika, X - Chelshitha, X- Praket, IX

I'LL BE BACK
When I look into the mirror, what do I see?
I see a reflection staring back at me.
It seems to expose my soul,
All the wrong deeds I have done and never told.
The image in the mirror looks scared,
Because all her doings are bared
Her lips part to speak,
For those words she needs to seek
“Who are you”, I ask unsure
“A soul, a manifestation, a disease without a cure”
“Go away”, I scream
“We never separate, we are a team”
I grab a stone and hit the mirror;
I hear a voice calling me a sinner.
Hurriedly I put the shards in a sack,
I see my reflection smiling and saying,
“I’ll be back”

- Tanvi, IXD

I still remember the crayons I messed with
But now it’s just a pen and pencil that I sit with
I still miss my mama’s cuddles and snuggles
But now it’s just me, my books and struggles
 
I still hear the indistinct noise of my family
Well, now the books are the best I have naturally
I thought let the bygones be bygones
It’s time to mend my mind and bones
 
It’s time to come out of the blues
Gear up and get on with my shoes
Ponder our fights I need to fight
Till the day I sight the light

TIMELESS LIFE
- Jatin, IXB

Sometimes things you knew
Are not actually true
Sometimes your dreams
Don’t want to be with you
Sometimes you hope for things
That aren’t there for you
Sometimes you do things
You don’t mean to
Sometimes when you meet someone
You don’t know whether that person is the one
Sometimes I hope that I could change the past
Sometimes I am happy I am the last
Sometimes you actually aren’t there
Even if you are beside me sitting on a chair

SOMETIMES
- Zeenath, XB

She saw it coming towards her
There was no mistaking it, it was coming nearer
She let out a gasp
She was in its grasp
Her life was about to end
Her feet felt numb
A tear dropped from her eye
She let out a soft cry
Her promises will be left un-kept
Her family will be left in unrest
She had words which she wanted to say
And things she wanted to convey
She wanted to escape it
She tried and tried, but quit
She understood there was no escaping death
She sighed and let out her last breath

DEATH - Tia, XC



Coronavirus  
Also known as COVID-19
You were born in China 
You were brought up in Italy and Dubai 
You are a threat to Human life
You have killed a lot of people 
You impacted a lot of countries
You made the President of Italy cry 
You showed us what you are 
You have created a lot of trouble to the
whole earth 
There are places where you have seen the
board 'UNDER MAINTENANCE'
But now that board has been hung on the
earth because of you 
You made hundreds of scientists go
Insane 
You left the governments of the whole
world with no option except to Lockdown
their countries
You made employees work from home 
You made School Teachers and students
to also work and read from home 
You caused food scarcity in many places 
You stop the functioning of the earth 
You made beautiful women and handsome
men wear Masks and full covering body
clothes  
You made people to curse at you 
 You also made us praise you 
You made Masks today's trend 
You taught people patience
You made even the busiest people in the
world to sit at home  
You taught people what family bonding is
You made people see the reality 
You made people try new recipes
You made people creative like me 
You have made the environment clean 
You have protected the Ozone layer 
I am still confused whether you are a gift
of god or a curse upon the Earth

POETS UNITED

COVID-19
- Thanmayee, XC THE LAST OF US - Hrishabh, XII

A single grey streak lay etched in the empty sky,
Motionless-longing for attention
A thousand heads trotted down below but not one did pay heed,
Tired and beaten, the vein now concealed its fate
As dawn had finally met its dusk
The streak extirpating all for reasons known why

- Charith, X

She was a rainbow
But they were colour blind
She tried the whole
But they ended up being a troll
She never felt inimical
But they never stopped grieving
At last
She finally apprehended
That they weren’t a fortune
But her tempestuous mind never
let go

IGNORANCE

- Arnav, X

- Yaashi, IXD

I am broken. 
The storm in me is now a
breeze
The fire in me has now turned
to ashes
The broken pieces of my
heart don't know what's
better
To burn in the wrath of the
sun or tremble in the
shadows of the dark
Alas! I am broken

FRAGMENTED
- Mohona, XB



POETS UNITED

- Minati, IX - Raghnanadan, IX- Rishi, IX

All for some honey,
I spent a lot of money.
The day was sunny,
And I went to buy honey.
The grocer said,
“Hello, Mister.
Would you like some honey for your sister?”
I said,
“No, Mister.
Honey is hated by my sister.”
“The jar is gold.”
“But the honey looks old.”
The grocer said,
“Here, Mister.
Take some honey for your sister.”
“Alright, what’s the price?”
“It's a hundred multiplied twice.”
“That’s a lot.”
“But it’s a golden pot.”
I bought the honey,
And wasted my money
I learnt that the jar was tin,
And realised my greedy sin
That’s the way I wasted money,
On a worthless jar of honey

HONEY FOR MY SISTER
-  Aneesh, XC

I created you but you deny me
I trusted you but you defy me 
You question my justice and
Test my patience
When you have lost the 
Significance of your own existence
I want you to trust me 
And be near me
Not hate me 
And fear me
I have answered all your questions 
But have you made the effort to hear me?

THE CREATOR'S VOICE -  Naila, XD

PERILOUS -  Aashritha, XB

When they looked at her, they said
“What a dangerous creature”
They said- “she’ll survive through any storm”
She was glad
But deep inside, 
She wished for someone to say
“If she’s going through a storm, I will go with her”
For even the most dangerous creatures
Have to thrive, not just survive



That was one of the rare days where the teacher was in such a good mood that she gave us
a free period. My friends and I were more jovial and energetic than usual and orchestrated a
plan to prank one of our classmates. We ended up taking a sticky note and writing in big bold
letters “PINCH ME” and one of us casually walked up to him patted him on the back and had
an animated conversation for a few seconds and left. In this process we stuck the note on
him. He walked around the class for a long time, wondering why people were snickering
behind his back. Just then one girl completely unaware of the fact that it was a prank
walked up to him and pinched him. The boy turned around and started shouting at her when
she told him that he was the one walking around with a note on his back and she just did
what was written on the note. That's when the whole class burst out laughing. It was indeed
one of the fun days in school!

Field trips are always a fun deal in our school. I still remember how much we enjoyed in Ramoji Film City. My
classmates and I were standing in line and waiting to watch a show. Just then I spotted my friends from another
section in the line, except that they were way ahead. I took the liberty of joining them in the front and left my
classmates oblivious to the fact that I was gone!
Though my friends realized I was missing, their efforts of looking for me were in vain. We ended up meeting at
lunch again and they told me all the fun they had and I told them my side of the story. My friends thought that I had
got lost as they couldn't find me. They still tease me about the incident.!

THIS HAPPENED TO ME

Alert: Don't hurt others even if it's a prank! -  Anonymous

- Ruchitha, X - Lakshmi, X- Rahul, X

-  Anonymous

- Ashritha, X



LOCKDOWN DIARIES

Life in lockdown has definitely got up the nerves of the people. In future if we are
ever asked how our summer of 2020 went, well we all know the answer to that.
However, mankind has yet again, successfully found innovative solutions. Most
schools and colleges are working on virtual platform. Virtual learning for sure
seems to have become the basis of education in this time of crisis. Offices have
not really faced a huge change as working from home was always an option for
them. This global pandemic has affected people's lives in a huge manner and has
disrupted daily activities. Country’s economy has drastically gone down. But on
the contrary, a lot of companies have actually been flourishing during the
lockdown. Though negatively impacting the people in many ways, lockdown has
also been a blessing in disguise. With the increasing pace of life due to jobs,
schoolwork and things such as extra- curricular activities, a lot of families had
become distant from each other. On the other hand,limiting people to live within
four walls has increased family time. Families have been spending a lot of time
together by playing board games, solving puzzles, watching TV or perhaps simply
talking. People have taken a break from their busy schedules to spend more time
with nature and spend time for self-care. Apart from that due to less vehicles
being driven and non-functioning of factories the pollution levels have drastically
gone down. We for sure are not in the best shape right now, but our Mother Earth
happens to be thriving and healing! -  Aleshiea, IXB

- Dhruv, IX

COVID-19 is an infectious disease caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), previously known as 2019 novel coronavirus (2019-
nCoV), a strain of coronavirus. The first cases were seen in Wuhan, China, in late
December 2019 before spreading globally on the earth. The current outbreak was
officially recognized as a pandemic on 11 March.
This virus first originated in China, Wuhan and spread like wildfire to the whole
world. There are many countries like: Italy, Spain, Russia, and UK, which didn’t take
necessary precautions and have been suffering due to this pandemic. Countries
like India have taken early steps by spreading awareness in people and taking
necessary actions like: Janta curfew, lockdown.
To curb the crisis we need to take precautions like washing our hands and also
maintain SOCIAL DISTANCING. We should be very thankful to all the people who are
selfless and are working for us like: police, doctors, nurses, and security people.
Countries like India where there is a lockdown is also beneficial in two ways: helps
in easing the pandemic situation as well as allow us to enjoy family time. We should
do our best to help fight against COVID-19 and follow the precautions suggested by
the government. Stay home and stay safe. If we don’t take the safety measures this
will spread and lead to a bigger pandemic and increase in deaths.

- Zeenath, X

- Navya, X

COVID-19
- Pranav, IXA

- Ajay, X



- Arnav, XB



On March 22, a nationwide lockdown was declared by PM Narendra Modi. Schools, businesses, and offices were all
closed and everyone was ordered to stay home due to the COVID-19 outbreak in India. Lockdown has been extended
twice so far and while it ends on May 3rd , there is still a lot of uncertainty.
As Swami Vivekananda once said “Arise, awake and stop not till the goal is reached.” At Meridian the mission didn’t
pause, instead it adapted to the situation and made the best of it. Teachers began taking live online classes while
students logged in and listened, all from the premise of their homes.
Our school made us realise that ‘Schools are not closed . School buildings are closed; teachers and staff are working
harder than ever.’
Both students and teachers responded well adapting to the virtual environment. Classes are going on with nearly
complete attendance despite the distractions posed, be it on their devices or just being at home. Teachers are
working hard to create interactive content to connect with the students. They are posting worksheets and
assignments for students to complete and sharing power point presentations for better understanding of key
concepts. On class groups there are informational links and articles being shared, which are real-life applications of
our subjects to COVID-19.

LOCKDOWN DIARIES

MERIDIAN 2.0 - Sraavika, IXA

STAY HOME FOR US!



REEL IN - movies

Searching: this movie puts
you on the edge of your seat. It
follows the story of David Kim,
who searches for his missing
16-year-old daughter Margot; it
is focussed on effects of
mobiles phones and laptops.

The Shining: this classic
movie is sure to keep you
frightened throughout the film.
The lead actor, Jack Nicholson
shows how cabin fever can
drive someone mentally insane

Badla: this Hindi murder
mystery is one of the best out
there. This movie shows us
how deep things a murder can
involve and how someone can
lie to get saved from being
convicted.  

Murder on the Orient Express:
This movie can get the critics
talking for hours. It is based on
Agatha Christie’s book. It
follows the murder of Edward
Ratchett. The end is sure to
shock you so make sure you
stick around till the end.   

Shikara: It is an untold story of
Kashmiri Pandit’s forced
exodus. It is also the story of
resilience in the face of
insurmountable odds.  

The Pursuit of Happiness: This
movie shows us the life story of
Chris Gardner and how he
struggled to earn money and
get a job. This movie gives us
an insight about how important
money is in a common man’s
life. 

Godzilla (King of the
Monsters): Once again the
most famous monster movie
has returned with
even more monsters. It is
definitely a must watch. 

Contagion: This movie is for
the thrill seekers. It is about a
deadly spread of a virus
showing how a simple virus can
affect the lives of millions of
human beings. 

Angry Birds 2: this movie
brings to you a whole lot of
adventures on board. It is a
must watch for children below
10. 

The LIon King: It is an amazing
family animated movie;
showcases the life of Simba a
lion cub who fights against all
odds to get the throne which is
rightfully his. 



REEL IN - movies

Knives Out: The death of
crime novelist Harlan
Thrombey is mysterious, but
there’s one thing that
renowned Detective Benoit
Blanc (Daniel Craig) knows for
sure, everyone in the
Thrombey family are suspects.

1917: During World War I, two
British soldiers receive
seemingly impossible orders.
They must cross over into
enemy territory to deliver a
message that could save 1,600
of their fellow comrades.

Inception: Cobb steals
information from his targets
by entering in their dreams. He
is wanted for his alleged role in
his wife’s murder and his only
chance at redemption is to
perform the impossible, an
inception. 

Ford v.s. Ferrari: Carroll
Shelby and Ken Miles build a
revolutionary vehicle for the
Ford Motor Co. Together, they
plan to compete against the
race cars of Enzo Ferrari at 24
Hours of Le Mans in France in
1966.  

Joker: Failed comedian Arthur
Fleck seeks connection as he
walks the streets of Gotham
City. Isolated, bullied and
disregarded by society, Fleck
begins a slow descent into
madness as he transforms into
a criminal mastermind.

Dunkirk: During World War II,
soldiers from the British
Empire, Belgium and France try
to evacuate from the town of
Dunkirk during an arduous
battle with German forces. 

Gifted 

Troop Zero 

The Book of Henry 

Wonder 



REEL IN - movies

The Parent Trap

Annie

Camp Rock

Pirates of the Caribbean 

- Karan, IX
- Viraj, IX
- Neha, IX
- Srivanth, X

The Game Plan

The pandemic has made life uncertain and changed it, perhaps irrevocably and the faster we accept it and make the
necessary adjustments the better equipped we will be to handle the situation. And it has been tremendously
reassuring the way Meridian School, Madhapur not only adjusted to the sudden change in circumstances but also
ensured that the academic calendar was not disrupted in any way, simply through meticulous planning.
My daughter is class X and as the news reports of the spread of COVID -19 came in I was worried, among other
things, how would the children cope with lock downs. But, thankfully, the school authorities did it almost
seamlessly. First when educational institutions were closed down, the school started sending homework and
subject enrichment activities which students could continue doing on their own. After the lock down was
announced the school immediately switched to online classes to ensure that there was no disruption in academics
and the syllabus can be completed on time, leaving students with enough time to prepare for their Boards. Finally, I
was worried about the Periodic Tests that were postponed. But, the school came up with the online format and the
tests were all held before summer vacations. As we struggle with the additional stress brought in by the pandemic,
my daughter's academics is one area where I have been greatly relieved because of the proactive manner in which
the school handled the situation despite the adverse circumstances.

- Ms. Anindita Chowdhury
Parent

A PARENT'S REVIEW



REEL IN - BOOKS

The Strange Case of Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde A
fascinating story about the
fight between good and evil. It
explores the dark desires of
men andshows what happens
when you give in too deep to
these desires.

Dracula While many people are
familiar with vampires, the
slow burn quality and the
genuine horror in this book has
allowed it to survive a century
while others fade into
obscurity.

Frankenstein Believed to be
the first science fiction story,
it shows the brilliance of
human mind, over-ambition
and what happens when man
pushes nature too far and the
consequences that follow. 

Western Front A tragic and
horrifying look into the life of a
soldier during the First World
War. All Quiet on The
Western Front explores an
entire generation’s story who
only knew war.

Ruskin bond -Rusty This book
is  the most adventurous one I
have read so far. It showcases
the life of a boy named Rusty.
Rusty’s life is full of adventures
and keeps the reader bonded
to the book under any
circumstances.

The Harry Potter series This
collection offers you exciting
adventures in the world of
wizards and witches. I would
recommend this collection
because if you start reading a
book you can’t resist getting
your hands on  another one! 

The Fault in our Stars 

All the Bright Places 

Realm of Dragons

the Percy Jackson series 



REEL IN - BOOKS

The Book Thief

City of Bones

Fountains of Silence 

Number the stars

The Hobbit

Truly Devious 

Tight

Throne of Glass

- Tvishi, IX
- Viraj, IX
- Saanvi, X
- Sraavika, XII



1. I don’t know my name- Grace Vanderwaal
2. Exhale- Sabrina Carpenter

3. Scars to your beautiful- Alessia Cara
4. Riptide- Vance Joy

5. Fire on fire- Sam Smith
6. Rewrite the stars- James Arthur, Anne Marie

7. Beautiful people- Ed Sheeran, Khalid
8. Titanium- David Guetta, Sia
9. Walk with me- Bella Thorne

10 The nights- Avicii
11. Company , Love Yourself , I don't care : Justin Beiber

12. La da dee : Cody Simpson
13. Say so : Doja Cat

14. Blinding lights: The Weekend
15. Make it Right : BTS ft. Lauv

16.Youth , Stitches : Shawn Mendes
17. Heart :OTR

18. Ten feet tall : Afrojack
19. Memories : Maroon 5

20. The spectre , alone : Alan Walker
21. Demons : Imagine Dragons

REEL IN - MUSIC

- Neha, IX - Shaurya, X



In the beginning, you are faced with the option of gaining a brand-new car, or, a goat.
Now, there are 2 goats but only one car, hidden behind 3 doors. The host, Monty Hall himself, asks you to choose a
door. You pick door number 2. Now, Monty opens door number 3, and sure enough, there lies a goat. You can now
choose to change your choice to door number 1, or stick to door number 2. One of the greatest minds at the time,
Marilyn Vos Savant, the person with the highest IQ at that point of time argued that if you switch you will
have a ⅔rd chance of getting the door with the car behind and that it is a better option to
switch.
She explained that in most situations and variables it’s most probable that you have chosen a goat at first as there
were 2 goats but only 1 car. But now that 1 goat was removed and the door which you have not chosen has a higher
probability of having a car behind it. Vos Savant’s explanation originally received critical backlash but was soon proven
to be right and garnered support from academics. 
But it is wrong, it doesn’t matter if you switch as you have the same chance to get the car. It is a complete statistical
illusion. They want you to believe that you are making the choice out of the total 3 doors in the beginning. But this
choice is changed once Monty Hall opens a door. You are then left with only two options - a goat and the car behind
two doors. Now, the probability can and should (not before) be calculated as 50% of getting the prize, the car, and
50% chance of getting the other goat.

THINK TANK

THE MONTY HALL PROBLEM'S PROBLEMS:
A STATISTICAL ILLUSION

- Siddarth and Rishi, IXD

- Lasya, IX



THINK TANK

RIDDLE UP - Amit, XD

A Fish for a Thought
Two fathers and two sons went fishing one day. They
were there the whole day and only caught 3 fish. One
father said, that is enough for all of us, we will have one
each. How can this be possible?

Strange Subtraction
How can you take 2 from 5 and leave 4?

Mad Math
How many times can you subtract 5 from 25?

Playing with Numbers
How do you make the number 7 an even number without
addition, subtraction, multiplication
or division?

Eight Eights
Can you write down eight eights so that they add up to
1000? 
 

How Many Threes
Jenna wrote all the numbers from 300 to 400 on a piece
of paper. How many times did she
write the digit 3? 
 

Brush up on your history and get the encyclopaedia ready because we have got a quiz on India for you! Test yourself
and enhance your knowledge about India.
 

 A QUIZ ON INDIA - Pihu, XD

1. In which state is the highest cricket ground in the world
located?
a. Tamil Nadu b. Maharashtra c. Himachal Pradesh 
d. West Bengal
2. Apart from India, which south pacific country has Hindi
as their official language?
a. Fiji b. Indonesia c. Chile d. Peru
3. Name the second most widely spoken of the 22
scheduled languages of India?
a. Telugu b. Bengali c. Hindi d. English
4. Who was the first Indian to be nominated for an Oscar
for ‘Best Original Score’?
a. A.R. Rahman b. R.D. Burman c. Naushad Ali d. Ravi
Shankar
5. In which city was India’s first Cyber Café built in 1996?
a. New Delhi b. Mumbai c. Hyderabad d. Chennai

6. Which is the oldest living language in India?
a. Tamil b. Hindi c. Sanskrit d. Assamese
7. Science day is celebrated in Switzerland on May 26th.
In which Indian scientist’s honour is
this held?
a. Aryabhata b. Har Gobind Khurana c. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam
d. C.V. Raman
8. Which of the following did India not invent?
a. Navigation b. Medical application of penicillin
c. World’s cheapest car d. Thorium Based nuclear power
9. In 2000, what was the southernmost point of India?
a. Kanyakumari b. Great Nicobar c. Indira point d. Indira
col
10. Which board game was not invented in India?
a. Vaikuntapaali b. Pachisi c. Shatranj d. Balderdash



1. Which is the world’s most photographed and climbed mountain?
2. Name an Asian country which has the same name as a bird.
3. The heart, as it pumps, makes a sound. What is that sound commonly called?
4. How many degrees does the earth rotate each hour?
5. What device allows 2 computers to ‘talk’ to each other using the telephone line?
6. What is the shade made by a person while standing in bright light called? 
7. There are some seas with names of colors. Can you tell me one of them?
8. What do we call a person who can walk on a tightrope or swing in the air?
9. Which large wild animal has thick skin and one or two horns on the snout?
10. Who wrote the book ‘Alice in Wonderland’?

THINK TANK

FIND THE MISSING NUMBER - Charith, Taksh and Hasini, X

THE TROLLEY CAR PROBLEM
You are near a lever and you see a train coming towards the two tracks in front of you. If you leave the lever, it will go
and kill 5workers but if you switch only 2 workers die. What will you do? Most people chose the option of switching the
lever and saving the 3 lives. 
Let me give you another problem. Now you’re on a bridge and there is a very fat man next to you. When you look down
a train is about to hit 5 workers but if you push the fat man you will save the other workers. What will you do? Most
people chose that they will not kill the fat man. This shows that one is willing to kill indirectly but not directly.

- Kaushik, IXD

TRIVIA QUIZ - Zaina, IXA

- Hasini, X



THINK TANK

JOKES - Saathvik, XD

- We all know that 6 was afraid of 7 because 789. But why did 7 eat 9?
 
- Why is 10 always anxious?
 
- Sherlock Holmes and Watson go out for a camping trip.
After a good dinner and a bottle of wine, they retire for the night and go to sleep. Some hours later, Holmes wakes up      
and nudges his faithful friend. "Watson, look up at the sky and tell me what you see." "I see millions and millions of
stars, Holmes" replies Watson.
"And what do you deduce from that?"
Watson ponders for a minute.
"Well, astronomically, it tells me that there are millions of galaxies and potentially billions of planets. Meteorologically,
I suspect that we will have a beautiful day tomorrow. Theologically, I can see that God is all-powerful and that we are a
small and insignificant part of the universe. But what does it tell you, Holmes?"
Holmes is silent for a moment.
"Watson, you idiot!" he says. "Someone has stolen our tent!"
 
- A Spanish magician says he will disappear on the count of 3.
"Uno, dos" poof!
He disappeared without a trace.

CONTINUE WRITING FOR TIMES
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